
Alain Blondel   Geneva and Paris-Sorbonne
Selected questions in  Neutrino Physics

Morning : 
How do we know there are three (and only three) families of light 
active neutrinos 
How do we know neutrinos have negative helicity
(and are left-handed) ? 
How do we know neutrinos have mass? 

Afternoon:
Neutrino mass measurements (in beta decay and cosmology)
Neutrino oscillations and CP violation future neutrino program 
Can neutrino masses be different from those of other fermions?
How can we discover that neutrinos have a Majorana mass term? 
(If time permits: is there a eV-scale sterile neutrino?)



Neutrino mass…  
The simple fact that neutrinos transform during their flight 
from source to detector is a proof that they have mass. 

Particle that has no mass cannot transform: 

tlab = g tparticle = E/m tparticle if m à 0  è tlab à ¥ !

Neutrino oscillations are sensitive to mass differences Dmij2

How can one detect the neutrino mass itself? 

There are presently 4 different methods:

-- kinematic method (the most direct and most difficult)

-- effect of neutrino mass on the early universe

-- neutrinoless double beta decay

-- detect directly the heavy right-handed neutrinos 

 

Pµ(n e(t) ) = sin2 2q sin2(1.27Dm12
2 L /E)





Electron antineutrino mass 
measurement in tritium β decay



Electron antineutrino mass 
measurement in tritium β decay
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What is measured
e- spectrum in β decay

The only variable measured is electrons kinetic energy

The goal of the measurement is to determine a value for the mass 
of the electron antineutrino



Why the measurement is of importance
Neutrino oscillation experiments can only measure 
squared mass differences, not masses.
Neutrino-less Double β decay Measures this: 

which can be obtained with high precision, but involves the phase 
factor and relies on the fact that neutrinos have a Majorana mass 
term
Kinematic measurement is model independent
Importance in:

Cosmology: An average neutrino mass of 1 eV would contribute to 
the energy and matter distribution of the universe by 8 % in units of 
the critical density
Particle physics: Probe for new theoretical models beyond the 
standard model (See-saw, SUSY, String theory etc.)



Why tritium β decay is ideal

Tritium decay provides high luminosity in the shaded area. The 
reasons for that is:

Tritium and 187Re have the lowest possible E0, but tritium is preferred 
due to:

Much higher tritium decay rate, 187Re half life is 2.46x10-10 times 
smaller 
Less inelastic scattering in the source
Simpler excitation states in daughter Helium.



The differential decay rate
In the low-energy limit and by hiding the 
hadronic part in C we get this expression 
(Approximations made by neglecting mass terms at one point):

Comparison with the formula used in the Mainz 
experiment:





The source
• T2 is prepared on a substrate held at 1.9K

– The tritium gas is analyzed with a quadrupole mass 
spectrometer.

– The pressure in the tritium 
gas inlet tube is between 
10−2 and 10−1 mbar.

– Gas is sprayed on a HOPG 
substrate (Highly Oriented 
Pyrolytic Graphite) held at 1.9K.

– The gas is quench condensed 
on the film (80-100 Å at a time)

– The growth of the layers is 
controlled optically (3 min/run)

– Length of the whole film preparation 
is between 10 and 25 min.

– Typical run values thickness 
417±30 Å, purity 75%±10%



MAC-E-Filter
• Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation followed by an 

Electrostatic Filter.
• Silicon (semiconductor) detector in five rings, 

only the central three are used to derive values.
• High resolution:
• U0 eff = -18370 V
• Adiabatic motion
• The diameter and length 

of the spectrometer 
Mainz: 
D=1m and L=4m 
Troitsk: 
D= 1.5 m and L=7 m.



KATRIN experiment programmed to begin in 2008. Aim is to be sensitive to   mn e < 0.2 eV

slide from my lectures in 2006



New experiment KATRIN at KARLSRUHE è aims at mc2 ~ 0.2 eV



Physics run in 2019-2023!











Take electrons of any momentum orientation in high B-field ( B = 3.5 T) 
and make the adiabatic transformation to longitudinal momentum
in very small B-field (Bmin = 3.36 G)   (1T = 10’000 G)  
Conservation of angular momentum
L = PT.R with R= PT/0.3B  è L= PT 2/0.3B =Cte è PT scales as 1/sqrt(B)





data taken in 2018 presented at Moriond EW 2019 (March) by V. Sibille 







The future of neutrino physics

There is a long way to go to match direct measurements of neutrino masses with oscillation results
and cosmological constraints

What IS the neutrino mass?????







Direct exploration of the Big Bang -- Cosmology

measurements of the large scale structure of the universe 
using a variety of techniques

-- Cosmic Microwave Background 
-- observations of red shifts of distant galaxies with a variety of candles.
Big news in 2002 : Dark Energy or cosmological constant

àlarge scale structure in space, time and velocity 
is determined by early universe fluctuations, thus by mechanisms of energy release 
(neutrinos or other hot dark matter) 

The early universe is sensitive to neutrinos which are
carriers of fast, weakly interacting, kinetic energy. 

Number of neutrino (or neutrino-like) degrees of freedom
controls the size of the effects

Mass of neutrinos
controls the velocity of neutrinos and the energy  at which 
they stop being relevant 





Formation of Structure

Smooth Structured

Structure forms by
gravitational instability
of primordial
density fluctuations

A fraction of hot dark matter 
suppresses small-scale structure





mn = 0 eV mn = 1 eV

mn = 7 eV mn = 4 eV

adding hot
neutrino 

dark
matter 
erases
small 

structure

Halzen



http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/



see e.g.
http://www.nu.to.infn.it/Neutrino_Cosmology/













Altogether not very significant
… and model-dependent. 
Shows sensitivity of our universe
to the minute properties of neutrinos



More recent results

Neutrinos from cosmology, Graziano Rossi, Moriond 2016 EW 
https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/12279/other-
view?detailLevel=contribution&showSession=all&view=nicecompact&sh
owDate=all

https://indico.in2p3.fr/event/12279/other-view?detailLevel=contribution&showSession=all&view=nicecompact&showDate=all


Getting close to the absolute limit of 0.05 eV!





These data are sensitive to the existence of additional sterile low mass neutrinos, 
(as invoked to explain LSND and MiniBoone)  and exclude them: 



However it should be stressed that new physics can seriously worsen the limits!
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Neutrinos have mass and mix

This is NOT the Standard Model 

why cant we just add masses to neutrinos? 
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e+ ¹ e– since Charge(e+) = – Charge(e–).
But neutrinos may not carry any conserved charge-like
quantum number.
There is NO experimetal evidence or theoretical need for 
a conserved Lepton Number L as
L(ν) = L(l–) = –L(ν) = –L(l+) = 1 

ii nn =

ii nn =Majorana neutrinos

or

Dirac neutrinos? ii nn ¹

inthen, nothing distinguishes in from !violation of fermion number….
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Adding masses to the Stadard model neutrino 'simply' by adding a Dirac 
mass term

implies adding a right-handed neutrino.
No SM symmetry prevents adding then a term like 

and this simply means that a neutrino turns into a antineutrino 
(the charge conjugate of a right handed antineutrino is a left handed neutrino!)

this does not violate spin conservation since a left handed field has a component  
of the opposite helicity (and vice versa) 

nL » n- + n+ m/E 
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Neutrino mass with Dirac and Majorana mass terms: 

MR ¹ 0
mD ¹ 0
Dirac + Majorana 

MR = 0
mD ¹ 0
Dirac only, (like e- vs e+): 

nL     nR     `nR   `nL
½      0          ½      0

4 states of equal masses

m

Iweak=

Some have I=1/2  (active)
Some have I=0    (sterile)

MR ¹ 0
mD = 0
Majorana only

nL               `nR   
½                 ½      

2 states of equal masses

m

Iweak=

All have     I=1/2  (active)

MR ¹ 0
mD ¹ 0
Dirac + Majorana 

nL     NR     `nR   `NL
½      0          ½      0

4 states , 2  mass levels

m

Iweak=

m1  have I=1/2  (active)
m2  have I=0    (sterile)
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I = 1/2

Q= -1

Q=  0

I = 0

R

R

R R

RR

Electroweak eigenstates

Right handed neutrinos 
are singlets 

no weak interaction
no EM interaction
no strong interaction

can’t produce them
can’t detect them

-- so why bother? –

Also called ‘sterile’

22.07.2150
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Note that this is not necessary
As one can have M anywhere…

one family see-saw :
q » (mD/M)
𝒎𝒗 »

𝒎𝑫
𝟐

𝑴
mN » M  è |U|2 µ q2 » 𝒎𝒗/ mN



Neutrinos : the New Physics there is… and a lot of it!

SM Dirac mass term
only

Majorana
mass term only

Dirac AND Majorana
Mass terms

nL              `nR
I= ½             ½

nL   nR     `nR `nL
½    0        ½    0

nL ‘`nR ‘
½    ½    

NR NL
0       0
nL      nR 
½          ½   

X  3 Families X  3 Families X  3 Families X  3 Families

6 massless states 3 masses 
12 states
3 active neutrinos
3 active antinu’s
6 sterile neutrinos… 
3 mixing angles
1 CP violating phase 
0vbb = 0

3 masses 
6 active states 
No steriles
3 mixing angles 
3 CP violating phases
0vbb ¹ 0

6 masses
12 states
6 active states 
6 sterile neutrinos…
More mixing angles 
and CPV  phases
0vbb ¹ 0
è Leptogenesis and 
Dark matter

Mass hierarchies are all unknown except   m1 < m2  
Preferred scenario has both Dirac and Majorana terms …

…  many physics possibilities and experimental challenges

wrong
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The mass spectrum of the elementary particles. Neutrinos are 1012 times 
lighter than other elementary fermions. The hierarchy of this spectrum 
remains a puzzle of particle physics.

Most attractive wisdom: via the see-saw mwchanism, 
the neutrinos are very light because they are low-lying states
in a split doublet with heavy neutrinos of mass scale interestingly
similar to the grand unification scale.

m M = <v>2 with <v> ~= mtop =174  GeV

è for  mn.= O(10-2) eV   Þ M ~1015 GeV
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One often considers that MR ~ MGUT ~ 1010 to 1015 GeV
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Pion decay with massive neutrinos

p+ µ+

nL
+

p+ µ+

nL

1 (mn /E)2

(.05/30 106)2    = 10-18

no problem

nL
c = nR

in case of pure Dirac: 
transition to sterile right handed neutrinos
in case of pure Majorana: 
transition to anti-neutrino
in case of see-saw:
if possible, transition to heavy RH neutrino
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have Majorana mass term





what 0nbb   measures is <m> :

m1 m2 m3 are physical masses
of active neutrinos (I=1/2) which in this
case are just the same as in oscillation 
experiments, 
and which interacts with the W



(GF)4



GIF2004 Alain Blondel

Criteria to select bb events:
• 2 tracks with charge < 0
• 2 PMT, each > 200 keV
• PMT-Track association 
• Common vertex

• Internal hypothesis (external event rejection)
• No other isolated PMT (g rejection)
• No delayed track (214Bi rejection)

Deposited energy:
E1+E2= 2088 keV

Internal hypothesis:
(Dt)mes –(Dt)theo = 0.22 ns

Common vertex:
(Dvertex)^ = 2.1 mm

Vertex
emission

typical 2nbb evenement

NEMO
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Where they show what they can do:



Neutrino physics -- Alain 
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And what we are really interested in: As of Oct 2018
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Coaxial layout of detectors
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136XENON
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Neutrino physics -- Alain 
Blondel  

And what we are really interested in: As of Oct 2018





Neutrino 2020 Progress is slow,  but  a strong future programme is in constuction
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The  Search for the Right-Handed Neutrinos 
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The discovery that neutrino flavours transform
(Neutrino Oscillations) was a long process
initiated in 1968 and completed in 1998-2001. 
è Neutrinos have mass !

There is no unique way to incorporate this in the 
Standard Model 
It almost certainly implies the existence of 
-- new mass-generation mechanism
-- new phenomena such as right-handed neutrinos  

è possible explanations for the baryon asymmetry
of the universe and for dark matter

This opens a deep field of research
for many many years.

Neutrino masses? Mixings? Ordering? 
Majorana mass term? CP violation
eV, keV, GeV, TeV, …, ZeV RH neutrinos? 
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Baryon asymmetry of Universe requires:                        

-- CP violation 

-- fermion number violation 

-- non-equilibrium

3 families of neutrinos

Majorana mass term

The Big Bang + heavy neutrino decay



𝒆
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I = 1/2

Q= -1

Q=  0

I = 0

R

R

R R

RR

Electroweak eigenstates

Right handed neutrinos 
are singlets 

no weak interaction
no EM interaction
no strong interaction

can’t produce them
can’t detect them

-- so why bother? –

Also called ‘sterile’
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Neutrino physics -- Alain 
Blondel  

Adding masses to the Standard model neutrino 'simply' by adding a Dirac 
mass term (Yukawa coupling)

implies adding a right-handed neutrino (new particle)

No SM symmetry prevents adding then a term like

and this simply means that a neutrino turns into a antineutrino 

It is perfectly conceivable (‘natural’?) that both terms are present.

Dirac mass term + Majorana mass term è ‘see-saw’

B. Kayser, the physics of massive neutrinos (1989)

22.07.21



See-saw type I :
MR ¹ 0
mD ¹ 0
Dirac + Majorana
mass terms

MR = 0
mD ¹ 0
Dirac only, (like e- vs e+): 

nL     nR     `nL `nR
½      0          ½      0

4 states of equal masses

m

Iweak=

Some have I=1/2  (active)
Some have I=0    (sterile)

MR ¹ 0
mD = 0
Majorana only

nL               `nR   
½                 ½      

2 states of equal masses

m

Iweak=

All have     I=1/2  (active)

MR > mD ¹ 0

Dirac + Majorana

n N `n `N
½      0          ½      0

4 states , 2  mass levels

m

Iweak=

m1 have ~I=1/2  (~active)
m2 have ~I=0    (~sterile)

see-saw

Mass eigenstates

22.07.21 99

dominantly:



There even exists a scenario that explains everything: the nMSM

meV

eV

keV

MeV

GeV

TeV

n1

n2

n3

N1

N2, N3

Shaposhnikov et al

constrained: 
mass: 1-50 keV
mixing :
10-7 to 10-13

can generate Baryon Asymmetry of Universe
if mN2,N3 > 140 MeV 

decay time: 
tN1 > tUniverse

N1à v g
may have been seen: 
arxiv:1402:2301
arxiv:1402.4119



-- mixing with active neutrinos leads to various observable consequences
-- if very light (eV) , possible effect on neutrino oscillations (see talks later today)
-- if in keV region (dark matter), monochromatic photons from galaxies with E=mN/2  

-- possibly measurable effects at High Energy
If N is heavy it will decay in the detector (not invisible)  
è PMNS matrix unitarity violation and deficit in Z «invisible» width
è Higgs, Z, W visible exotic decays Hà ni`Ni and Zà ni`Ni  , W-> li `Ni
è also in K, charm and b decays via W*-> li ±`N , Nà lj ±

with any of six sign and lepton flavour combination
è violation of unitarity and lepton universality in Z, W or t decays
-- etc... etc...  

-- Couplings are very small (𝒎𝒗 / mN) (but who knows?)  and generally seem
out of reach at high energy colliders. 

𝒗 = 𝒗𝑳 cosq - 𝑵𝒄
𝑹 𝐬𝐢𝐧q

Manifestations of heavy right handed neutrinos

𝑵 = 𝑵𝑹 cosq+ 𝒗𝑳 c  sinq

𝒗 = light mass eigenstate
N = heavy mass eigenstate
¹ 𝒗𝑳 , active neutrino 
which couples to  weak inter.
and ¹ NR, which does’nt. 

one family see-saw :
q » (mD/M)
𝒎𝒗»

𝒎𝑫
𝟐

𝑴
mN » M  
|U|2 µ q2 »𝒎𝒗 / mN

22/07/2021 101

𝒗𝑳 = 𝒗 cosq + 𝑵 sinq
what is produced in W, Z decays is: 
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Present limits

Future

Based on arXiv:1504.04855v1 ‘SHIP physics paper’
And Pilar Hernandez, HEP-EPS Vienna

FCC-ee
1012Z,  10-100cm

1013Z, 0.01-500cm

Ldecay»10m Ldecay =1mm

BAU

0vbb
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Search Processes (I)

Meson decay (p,K: neutrino beams) examples: mN Below mp: 
Nà 3n;  Nà ng w Eg=mN/2

p,K,

Long life, dark matter candidate
Equilibrium with neutrinos 
produced in the stars
è Search for gamma emission line 
(such as 3.5 keV line)
Drewes et al; arXiv:1602.04816v1

Decay via W gives at least two charged particles, 
and amounts to ~60% of decays. 
Searches for long lived decays in neutrino beams
PS191, NuTeV, CHARM; SHIP and DUNE  proposals

×
𝑃n

45𝐺𝑒𝑉/𝑐
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Next generation heavy neutrino search experiment SHIP 
-- focuses on neutrinos from charm to cover 0.5 – 2 GeV region
-- uses beam dump to reduce background from neutrino interactions from pions and Kaons 

and bring the detector as close as possible to source. 
-- increase of beam intensity and decay volume  

status: proposal, physics report and technical report exist.  R&D phase approved at CERN 

arXiv:1504.04855
arXiv:1504.04956
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+

Search for heavy right-handed neutrinos in collider experiments.  

Processes (II)

B factories

Z factory (FCC-ee, Tera-Z)

Hadron colliders

HE Lepton Collider (LEP2, CEPC, CLIC, FCC-ee, ILC, µµ) 

(*)

+

-

Phys. Rev. D 92, 075002 (2015)
arXiv:1503.05491

arXiv:1411.5230
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Searches for heavy neutrinos nh in B decays

-- BELLE  Phys. Rev. D. 87, 071102 (2013), arXiv:1301.1105

Search for  ℓ2 +(ℓ1π), where ℓ1 and π have opposite charge and displaced vertex
for M(νh) =1GeV/c2 and |Ue|2 = |Uμ|2 = 10−4 the flight length is cτ ≃ 20m. 

è charge and flavour of ℓ2ℓ1 can be any combination of e, µ, + or - because the heavy 
neutrino is assumed to be  Majorana. (If Dirac fermion, -> opposite charges only). 
A few signal events, no ‘peak’. 

Efficiency for the search

7.8 108 B mesons  at Y4s!

90% CL limits

Scope for 10-100x improvement at SuperKEKb

LHCb collaboration, 
PRL 112, 131802 (2014)

Scope for much improvement
at 13TeV&HL-LHC!



CMS  search for same sign muon pairs or electron pairs at the LHC 

CMS 

CMS arXiv:1207.6079.

limits at |U|2 ~ 10-2-5  level

arXiv:1501.05566

22.07.21 110

Begin to match/superseed the 
DELPHI limit. 
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ATLAS search for Heavy Neutrinos at LHC  JHEP07(2015)162 arXiv:1506.06020

e-e- , e+e+, µ-µ- , µ+µ+ final states
(like sign, like flavour leptons)
Concentrates on mN>100 GeV
‘because <100 GeV excluded by LEP’ 

Charge flip significant bkgd for ee channel
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LHC prospects
~109 νs from W decays in ATLAS and CMS with 25 fb-1 @8 TeV

Signals of RH neutrinos with mass £ mW could be visible if mixing angle O(10-7,8)

The keys for that region of phase space

-- require displaced vertex
-- allow leptons of different charge and flavour
-- constrain to W mass. 

Ph. Mermod

Hope for considerable improvement
in W decays at LHC! 
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Heavy Neutrino searches at
Future Circular Colliders

Alain Blondel, University of Geneva 



The Future Circular Colliders
CDR and cost review  Q4 2018 for ESU

International collaboration to Study 
Colliders fitting in a new ~100 km 
infrastructure, fitting in the Genevois

• Ultimate goal: 
³100 TeV pp-collider (FCC-hh) 

à defining infrastructure requirements 

Two possible first steps: 

• e+e- collider (FCC-ee) 
High Lumi, ECM =90-400 GeV

• HE-LHC 16T Þ 27 TeV
in LEP/LHC tunnel

Possible addition:

• p-e (FCC-he) option

³16 T magnets
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The way by FCC-ee is the fastest and 
cheapest way to 100 TeV,
also produces the most physics.
Preferred scenario  presented in the CDR.
https://cerncourier.com/cern-thinks-bigger/

Its also a good start for a µµC!

https://cerncourier.com/cern-thinks-bigger/


22.07.21 Alain Blondel  FCC CDR presentation   
Outlook 
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M. Aleksa

FCC  data taking starts at the end of HL-LHC

a 10-20 TeV muon collider using the 
45 GeV stored e+ as LEMMA SOURCE?
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/789349/

A public presentation of the main results was given on 4-5 March

The Conceptual Design Report for the FCC was published 15 January 2019
Vol1 Physics
Vol2 FCC-ee
Vol3 FCC-hh and eh
Vol4 HE-LHC 

https://fcc-cdr.web.cern.ch/
where can also be found the contributions to the European Strategy

what follows is based on slides presented at the meeting

https://indico.cern.ch/event/789349/
https://fcc-cdr.web.cern.ch/


FCC-ee

LEPx105!

Z       WW    HZ     tt 

Event statistics :
Z peak Ecm :   91 GeV 5 1012    e+e- à Z   
WW threshold Ecm : 161 GeV 108       e+e- à WW
ZH threshold Ecm : 240 GeV 106       e+e- à ZH
`tt  threshold Ecm : 350 GeV 106       e+e- à`tt

LEP x 105

LEP x 2.103

Never done
Never done

100 keV
300 keV
2 MeV
5 MeV

ECM errors:

Great energy range for the heavy particles of the Standard Model. 22.07.21 Alain Blondel  FCC CDR presentation   Outlook 118



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 4315 years operation

Project preparation &
administrative 

processes

Geological investigations, 
infrastructure detailed 
design and tendering 

preparation

Tunnel, site and technical 
infrastructure construction

FCC-ee accelerator R&D and technical 
design

FCC-ee detector
construction, installation, 

commissioning

FCC-ee 
detector 
technical 
design

Permis-
sions

Set up of international 
experiment collaborations, 
detector R&D and concept 

development

FCC-ee accelerator construction, 
installation, commissioning

Funding 
strategy

Funding and
in-kind 

contribution 
agreements

FCC-hh detector
construction, installation, 

commissioning

FCC-hh detector 
R&D,

technical design

Update
Permis
sions

FCC-hh accelerator 
construction, installation, 

commissioning

SC wire and 16 T 
magnet R&D, model 
magnets, prototypes, 

preseries

16 T dipole magnet
series production

FCC-ee dismantling, 
CE & infrastructure 
adaptations FCC-hh

Funding and
in-kind 

contribution 
agreements

~ 25 years operation

FCC-hh
accelerator R&D 

and technical 
design

Superconducting wire and magnet R&D

70

FCC integrated project technical timeline

70 years seems like a long time!
work is cut out for physics and detectors

ESPP
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(indirect) Effect of right handed neutrinos on EW precision observables

The relationship |U|2 µ q2 »𝒎𝒗 / mN is valid for one family see-saw. 
For two or three families the mixing can be larger (Shaposhnikov)  
Antush and Fisher have shown that a slight # in Majorana mass can generate
larger mixing between the left- and right-handed neutrinos. Worth exploring. 

«𝒗𝑳 = 𝒗 cosq + 𝑵 sinq» à (cosq)2 becomes parametrized as 1+ eab (eaa is negative)
the coupling to light ‘normal’ neutrinos is typically reduced. 
In the GF, MZ a𝑄𝐸𝐷 scheme, GF (extracted from µ®enenµ ) and g should be increased
This leads to *correlated* variations of all predictions upon e or mu neutrino mixing.   
The ‘number of neutrinos’ and tau decays are specifically sensitive to the tau-neutrino mixing. 

NB this is not decoupling



DIRECT Heavy Neutrino  production in Z decays

multiply by 2 for anti neutrino and add contributions of  3 neutrino species (with different |U|

Production: 

Decay
Decay length: 

cm

Backgrounds : four fermion:    e+e- à W*+ W*- e+e- à Z*(vv) + (Z/g)*  

NB CC decay always leads to 
³ 2 charged tracks
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20                  50            100

Interesting region
|U|2 ~ 10-9 to 10-12 @ 50 GeV

heavy neutrino mass

L=1m

L=10m

L=1mm

a large part of the interesting region will lead to detached vertices
...  èvery strong reduction of background! 
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Decay length

n N

µ+

W-àqq

~1 evt with 1013Zs

Exact reach domain will depend on detector size 
and details of displaced vertex efficiency & background 
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E. Graverini et al

with 5 1012 Z
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Marco Drewes, should be upgraded for full FCC-ee statistics
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FCC-hh

We have seen that the Z factory offers a clean method
for detection of Heavy Right-Handed neutrinos
Ws are less abundant at the lepton colliders

At the 100 TeV pp  W is the dominant particle,
Expect 1013 real W’s.   

There is a lot of /pile-up/backgrounds/lifetime/trigger issues which need to be investigated. 
BUT.... in the regime of long lived HNLs the simultaneous presence of 
-- the initial lepton from W decays
-- the detached vertex with kinematically constrained decay
allows for a significant background reduction. 

But it allows also a characterization both in flavour and charge of the produced neutrino, thus
information of the flavour sensitive mixing angles and a test of the fermion violating nature 
of the intermediate (Majorana) particle. 

VERY interesting...  
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EWPO
sensitivity
up to very high 
mass scales

Another example of Synergy and complementarity
while ee covers a large part of space very cleanly , 
its either ‘white’ in lepton flavour or the result of EWPOs etc
Observation at FCC –hh or eh would test flavour mixing matrix! 

detailed study required for all FCCs – especially FCC-hh to understand feasibility at all
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FCC-ee
-- EWPO : sensitivity 10-5 up to very high masses
-- high sensitivity to single N(à 𝑙2±W) in Z decay
FCC-hh
-- production in W-> 𝑙1± + N(à 𝑙2±W) 
with initial and final  lepton charge and flavour
FCC e-p
-- production in CC e± p à X N(à 𝑙±W) high mass
Complementarity: 
discovery + studies of FNV and LFV!

(*)

+

-

or 𝑙±n

FCC-ee Z

FCC-hh

The capability to probe massive neutrino mechanisms for generating the matter-antimatter 
asymmetry in the Universe should be a central consideration in the selection and design 
of future colliders.   (from the neutrino town meeting report to the ESPP)

Heavy neutrinos

Detached
vertices
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CONCLUSIONS
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CONCLUSION ON NEUTRINOS

Neutrinos are the only place in particle physics where ‘Beyond the Standard Model’ 
has been observed, through the phenomenon of neutrino oscillations. 

Neutrino oscillations: a quantum phenomenon which occurs because neutrinos have  
extremely small masses and mass splittings, which in itself is extremely surprising. 

The leading possible explanation is the existence of right handed neutrinos with
higher masses induced by the existence of a Majorana mass term. 

This may provide an explanation for other unexplained experimental facts
- dark matter
- the baryon asymmetry of the universe

This is an exciting field with many experimental possibilities using complementary
-- neutrino beam experiments
-- nuclear physics experiments
-- collider experiments
-- astrophysical and cosmological experiments


